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VOICE

Ireland where the Shamrocks scent the air, Ireland has an angel waiting there,
Ireland means that Irish love is true, Ireland now has built a home for two,

Twilight on the Shannon when the church bells start to ring, You can hear this lassie sing,
Jerry's heartbeats tenderly for soon there will be three, And they're waiting patiently,

"Barney Carney from Killarney said he'd love me true, But I'm waiting here for you."
Everyone in County Kerry tries to name the day, When they all can proudly say:

CHORUS

"Jerry, wild as any huckleberry, Cheeks as red as any
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cherry, and eyes of true blue, Jerry.

tell me why you are contrary, You know you promised when you were a warrior in the war, a warrior yes indeed you warra, Jerry, If you have to take a ferry, Come on back to County Kerry Ireland waiting for you,

The Shannon ripples a rhyme It's calling you all the time We'll all be merry when Jerry comes home?
Two Song HITS
You Can't Get Away From

SHAKE hands with two wonderful song hits, newcomers from "Song Headquarters." You'll be glad to know them 'cause they're full of that war-is-over-let's-be-happy spirit of 1919—cause they make you smile and hum and whistle and feel good all over.

They're songs alive with fascinating melody, rounded out with snappy lyrics—that's why they've swept into popularity at the theatres, the restaurants and wide-awake homes.

Take this page to your piano and try out the choruses—sing 'em—learn 'em—get the complete sheet music wherever music is sold.

"Ja-Da"—the Jazzensation

The jazziest jazz song ever jazzed—a new hit composed by that part of the U. S. Navy known as Bob Carleton—sung all over that part of the world known as the United States. "Ja-Da," with its peculiar, tantalizing dance-song melody, is already a big favorite wherever there's life and music—in the theatre, the cabaret and the home. Take this page to your piano and try it out—you'll know why "Ja-Da" is a tremendous hit.

"Salvation Lassie of Mine"

There's no reward like the appreciation of work well done—and that reward goes out to the Salvation Lassie in this wonderful new song written by Jack Caddigan and "Chick" Story. The warm, honest words and beautiful melody are real appreciation for all the hot coffee and doughnuts, all the comfort and cheer the Salvation Lassie so bravely distributed where life was just a memory. Try it out.

Salvation Lassie Of Mine

ON SALE NOW

At all music and department stores or at any Woolworth, Kress, McCrory or Kraft Store.

All music published in the new convenient "easy-to-read" style, originated by Feist.
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